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Interyiew with Rey. Lawrence Breslin

by Dr. Joseph Watras
June 25,

LB:

1990

He was a professor out at Wright

Patterson's school out

there.

He belonged

Parish which at that time had become,
parish

that

had

in that report,

------

declined ••••• well,
John

to St.

Agnes

there's a neighborhood

you've

got

a

copy

these are all names,

and a black man who died of cancer.

there
Curtis

It became a

place where the liberal people who wanted to open up the
church and society and Tom
St.

Joseph's

in Springfield.

lead in that.

he's now pastor of
I

don't know if he

People started listening to him.

a lot of white people who said

took the
There were
There

was a lot of naivete.
JW:

And that was St. Agnes Parish?

LB:

Well,

St. Agnes first and Fred Munsky belonged

there and they generated this

thing which I recall they were

trying to tie the Catholic schools in the city to
And I

recall clergy meetings where Bishop

was our auxilliary, who is now the Archbishop.
There were pros and cons and there were shouting matches
where people got up and defended the church and said that
the church
was racist.
,

There were incidents of racism.

There. were some heated meetings.
left here in 1968 and I
Rome.

Obviously,

went to Europe.

I was assigned to

As a matter of fact there was a letter in the paper

saying that I was being called out.

But a couple of years
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I

later a real positive thing they did was open up the
Catholic high schools to minority students.
Alter got any at all.

A lot came from Jefferson Township.

That happened after I left.
do with St. James

It's a wonder

School.

I

think the real story had

to

Donahue and some of his friends

down there were very sincere and naive
The racial thing started
and all this guilt and all these white people and Donahue
and his

friends,

there's only one person who's around

anymore who was involved in it and that's
Breslin who's husband is my second cousin.
about two years ago.

He was killed

Incarnation was in the process of

building a church and they got interested in general areas.
Phil and I did some talking together on the housing.
He was active and he was real close to the church at that
time. They got interested in St. James School and they went doWl
there and it was a wreck;
out of date,
They did not,
the church.

toilets were broken,

books were

desks were broken. So they came back to Incarnation.
some people thought,

wanted to defeat the building of

They just felt that what was being built was

more that they needed,

including the bell tower.

tower was an incredible symbol.

The bell

And of course parish

rouncils are the people that understand this dialogue.
on the Parish Council as well as Erma Bombeck.

Phil was

Imagine the intimidatioI

The pastor of the old style walked in one day and had a model and said,
UHere's our church. u

There was no consultation and

started raising cain that

we don't need the bell tower.

ULet's take some of this money and help fund St.
Church. U

In f ac t,

they

they sent thei r

James

child ren to St.
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James

School.
there,

The Donahue kids went there,
the Fisher kids went there.

families,

maybe five,

the Breslin kids went

There were four

who took their kids out of Incarnation

School and sent them to St. James.

And they went out and

raised money and fixed that building up.

And Mattie Breslin

took a volunteer job as school secretary.
committed themselves to the school.
tremendous upheaval.

Well,

And they really
it created a

Most of the white people out

there

weren't into this and they wanted their church and they
wanted the bell tower and they didn't understand at all
challenging Father on this thing.

It created a tremendous

bruha and this group went down and picketed the chancery.
Phil's

version isn't that good.

alienated and rejected.

And

they really got

I know people who wouldn't let

their kids play with the Donahue kids or the Breslin kids or
the Fisher kids.
wife,

was

Finally,

And one time Marge Donahue,

Phil's first

It really got extraordinarily bitter.

the diocese negotiated and came in and they

cancelled the bell tower and they did some other things
to cut down costs.

Then an independent group of paris honers

got together and raised money for the bell tower.
that's why they have the bell tower now.
Phil and he'll

And

And if you talk to

say that anytime he's in Dayton,

which is

rare anymore, anytime he drives by that church and sees the
bell tower,

it's

symbol of racism.
St.

It's

a symbol
It got very bitter.

James School back on its feet.

closed,

really a

But they really put

I don't know when it

but they spent a lot of time at St.

James School.

They were trying to raise money and integrate it and do all
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these

things.

So that's an interesting story.

worth your while to talk to Mattie.

I used to sit in the

Donahue home and just be a silent partner.
the time.

It might be

I wasn't here at

My new job, I had come to Dayton to help start

Alter High School.

But she was really into it.

tell you a lot more than I could about

the St.

She could
James

story.

But I think the St. James story is a really good thing at
that time.

I was reading articles in the paper about how it

was like a time bomb and maybe it was the best thing that
happened.

All these new ideas and approaches weren't really

grasped and if not handled well,
JW:

Well,

the reason I

it would just explode.

say that I'm surprised and

delighted to hear you mention church documents and the
reference

LB:

because back then

I called it more than

the documents were coming out piecemeal,
year,

as they did every

as the councilmen over the period of four years.

But

the ecclisiological question in any basic council
and lay people were expecting an immediate response and
there were a lot of pastors who didn't really support
and didn't know what was going on in Vatican II.
old pastor from Dayton,

I know one

a layman brought in a statement

to the council that laymen are supposed to be heard.
said,
it's
said,

"Whoever wrote that is crazy.u
from

the Vatican,

"He's

The guy said,

the official church."

still crazy."

He
"Well,

The pastor

So they were encountering

that

kind of attitude, priests who spent 30-40 years in the oldstyle church and did not grasp what they were supposed to be
doing in the church.
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JW:

Well,

the reason I

say that,

you say that church documents, I
of

I'm surprised to hear

looked through the report

the de facto segregation committee.
LB:

They probably never referred to it.

JW:

They are

~

referring to church documents; they

refer to civil documents like the
LB:

But the fact that the church contacts

----

there

was only one priest on that committee.
JW:

Yes,

that's

LB:

The fact that a group of white people got together

and said

true.

that is a Vatican II idea.

That

could never have happened before Vatican II.
JW:

You said you were involved in Alter High School.

LB:

Well,

to happen,

I was invited, not knowing what was going

to a group meeting at Christ Methodist Church

on Shroyer Rd.

There was a nun,

left the order.

Sr. Virginia,

Other people I don't remember.

who later
A couple of

Protestant ministers and there was one black man from
Jefferson Township who worked at NCR who someone invited to
represent the black community.

Most people were thoroughly

naive about the civil rights thing and were uncomfortable
talking about it.

Our eyes were opened and we felt that we

had to do something.

And after a couple of meetings we

decided that the housing issue would be one that was a real
issue but it was also one that would get more attention.
You're talking about education;

we were talking about blacks

buying into your neighborhood.

Again,

I

was naive in not

realizing how explosive the movement was at that time.

So

we organized a town hall meeting and because I was at Alter
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and the public schools, we were sure, would not allow us
to use their facilities,

we met in the auditorium at Alter

and we had a panel made up, I don't remember all the
members, but we had Phil Donahue as the emcee, Jim Fain, who
was then the editor of the Dayton Daily

Ne~~,

who still

writes a column in Atlanta. Jim was a very articulate,
liberal kind of guy.
around town,

Clarence Bowman,

he's a black undertaker.

I

think he's still

He was very involved.

The police chief of Kettering, whose name I

could get, and

the last guy was Paul Tipps, who for a long time was big in
Democratic politics in the state of Ohio.
realtor,

and a wheeler-dealer type of guy. He was in the

housing industry.
evening.

I

We set this thing up for a Sunday

didn't think there would be much interest.

put it in the church bulletin.
that Sunday,
it.

He was a big

something _____

We

So a meeting or so before
you know just talking about

The Sunday before the event I got up and

all the other Protestant ministers chickened out.
could get fired

if

and
They

their congregation didn't like them.

People didn't like to hear this social talk.
JW:

But this was way to resolve the problem •••••

The parish neighborhood,

or at least the parish and the

schools serving the people in the parish,

if you had open

housing you wouldn't have to centralize the system and bus
children away from home.
LB:

At any rate,

there weren't many black families at

that time, maybe three or four families in the parish.
don't see any blacks in this part of Kettering.
was for everybody.

I

But this

And the Protestant ministers didn't even
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show up at this meeting. I mean they really chickened out
out of this.
talk.

Well,

Unbeknownst

the Sunday before I got up and gave this
to me,

there was a Dayton Daily reporter

with a tape recorder sitting in the congregation.
time that church was divided,

At that

I don't know if it is designed

differently from the way it is now, it used to sit 1100
people.
day.

The Masses were packed.

Well this guy,

I

There were two Masses that

never met him,

he took his

tape and

the next morning in the Dayton Daily News the top headline
was UKettering Priest Pushes
got my picture.
word,

------_.

And somehow they

U

And they had my whole sermon, word for

going back to page 13.

Suddenly I'm out here in

front. And we ran the program and it was with a certain
tension. We had a club in the high school, I

forget what it

was called, but to get into it you had to have had win a
school letter.

So I

had them help park and if

slightest fender bender,
so uptight.
lot.

there was the

people would get upset.

They were

And they were parked all around the parking

It was absolutely packed.

We got criticized but I was

glad we did one thing, we felt that the questions and
answers and then Jim Fain gave the keynote and then Phil
asked the various members of the group to do the panels and
then we opened it up.

But we had a group here in the parish

we called UFamily

small groups of people who met

for discussions and whatever,
to handle questions.

and we got one of those groups

We had one microphone in the center of

the hall and people could write out their questions and this
third person would read the question.

It

took a lot of

emotion, if somebody got up there and wanted to yell and
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scream,

we'd say just get to the question.

that I

was doing talk shows.

Phil's

talk show.

hos t.

At this time I

McDonald.
media.

As a result of

Before this I had already done

He had started out as a radio talk show
think he was working for

E.F.

When he left radio he thought he was leaving

Then WLWT, now WDTN, got this idea of a televised

talk show.

I

think Andy Cassells was

this

--------

a

couple, WHIO, and I was being quoted and I was getting nasty
letters.

I remember one time,

the local realtors'

association were meeting and the president was a good
Catholic guy and was put on the spot, Jim somebody.

Anyway,

he was bold enough to invite me to talk to the realtors.

I

remember the kind of report at that time as well
I forget where it was but the room was crowded and I
walked in and a couple of television stations had cameras
and they threw them out. They wouldn't let them get this on
television.

That was a tough talk because everybody was

against them.

Finally,

shortly before I

left in the spring

of 1968 various communities, about 8 communities got
together and voted what would be considered a mild housing
ordinance.

And they met together at Fairmont High School

auditorium and this was another evening I won't forget.

I

went up there and sat down and boy, was I getting a lot of
people turning out.

A couple of friends actually came and

sat around me because it was so mean and so harsh.
think there were 8 communities,

or maybe 7,

all the communities south of Dayton
JW:

But, I

basically it was

--------------------------

What did the ordinance entail?

you to discriminate on the basis of race?
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Simply to forbid

LB:

Yes, and there were so many cases I got involved

with. There was a guy,
I

a classic case,

George Elliott,

think his name was. A black fellow who came into town as

an executive with Chrysler Airtemp.

He had a fine job.

He

was certainly earning as much money as most people out here
make.

He was economically and educationally their equal.

He couldn't buy a house.

And that became a classic example

in talks and so forth.
JW:

Realtors wouldn't show him houses?

LB:

No,

the fear and tension here.

Kettering Hospital

had just opened around 1964 and it was about the same time.
And they were trying to get their image in the community
built up.

Well,

I found out that in their opening hiring,

a

man they wanted to hire as their chief radiologist, a black
man, and he came out with the job and he realized that he
would not be able to live in Kettering.
job down.

On one program on WHIO I told that story and the

hospital didn't like it.
about it.

So he turned the

People were just afraid

to talk

And they were scared to death that some black

person _____

Finally, a black family,

Catholic, moved here on a small culdesac.
all going to be liberal now.
the community.

they were not
I know they are

They were never welcomed into

Some of our parishoners were very vocal then

but I'm sure they would be welcomed now. That was a long
time ago.

I know that the Catholic families have moved on,

I don't know about the blacks.
period.

But it was a very intense

Of course Project Commitment was thrown in there

and it happened as I

was sort of leaving.

to leave here in June of 1968 and I

I

was scheduled

wasn't leaving the city;
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I was leaving the country.

Project Commitment came up in

the spring before it was announced that I was leaving and I
was asked to give the opening talk.

Project Commitment,

don't know really where it came from.

I

It was one of those

Cincinnati-Dayton series of consecutive Wednesday evenings.
They had speakers and sometimes had confrontational
politics.

Art Thomas is now president of Central State.

He

was one of those shouting confrontationalists and they
wanted

to scare us all to death.

But,

at any rate,

opening of that was as Emmanuel Church.
which I

thought was a

They had a Mass,

of the times.

Alter celebrated it and we all sat in the pews.
give the opening talk to this

thing,

the

Archbishop
I was to

but the Archbishop and

his entourage walked out of church before I began to

talk.

And Martin Luther King had just died not too long before
that and there was a
talk and I

tremendous

feeling of ••• and I

closed by having everybody sing,

Overcome. u

And they really sang it.

And I

gave this

uWe Shall
had all these

older priests looking at me and one of them said, uWhat are
you doing,
day,

getting them all worked up?!U

I

remember the

shortly after Martin Luther King had died,

I guess

there was, in most cities, a big march downtown on Sunday
afternoon.
out here.
the crowd.

I had late Masses
I

that day and we had a rally

went down there and wasn't expecting to get in
I was physically put in the front

row.

It was

just getting started and there were these white priests in
the front

row and there were television cameras there.

I

think all these issues were interrelated, the education
issues and

the church issues and

the issues of Vatican II.
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That spirit, even though the documents weren't very well
publicized, or very well distributed,
of God attitude was going on at

that

this praise the spirit
time.

I don't think if

that element had not been there I don't know if a lot of
people would have gotten involved.

I

Catholics have always had the sense.

think the black
I'm thinking of

he was a very strong church goer.
their background.

I think because of

They were more open to taking leadership

through white Catholics
Father says,
time,

too,

Curtis

Whatever

we'll do and we don't get involved.

At

that

in the church there was this whole catacatical

movement was changing rapidly.

We had some programs here at

that time oyer a period of two weeks we had hoards of people
come and we had key national speakers come and talk about
That was shaking people because that was
bringing people into a more personalized approach to their
faith and their role in society where they weren't
stereotyped.

It was all fitting

into the structure and finding your place because of your
personality and your individual person.
back to,

and I

You can trace

that

feel fortunate that I studied under

So those things were also going on and they
affected,

I

think, how people got into the civil rights

movement.
JW:

If I was from another city and I came to you and

we were going through,

or we thought we would be going

through the same kinds of things as Dayton and I wanted some
advice as to what I should avoid, or what I should try to
imitate, what suggestions could you give me?
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LB:

At that

time?

JW:

Yes.

LB:

You see,

I

think the

think that some of the
kind of

things

times have changed.
we

did

I don't

then would ••• they came

spontaneously •••

JW:

Well,

LB:

It was

how would it have changed?
very confrontational.

You had people get

up and say, "You are stupid. You don't have any right .....
without exploring some things.
at

that

time.

JW:
thought

They still are when you look at housing.

Joe Wine, before he passed away, told me that he
the federal government had missed a great

opportunity in in requiring
groups

The issues were very basic

by houses.

these suburbs to have minority

His argument was

that

government subsidizes the
Oakwood and

in Kettering and in

they easily could have required,

going to subsidize the mortgage rates,
have

the federal

required

that

if they were

they could easily

there would be a certain percentage of

minority people in those areas.
LB:

There were efforts,

at

that

time ••• of

course,

part

of my problem is that not living in the inner city there are
a lot of jobs around here and there was an effort, which
never got anywhere,
these

people

to build low-cost housing out here so

could have access

Nobody was going

to buy that.

to jobs at Delco Moraine.
Those efforts

didn't

get

anywhere.
JW:
of,

The confrontational movement

the confrontational

Schools

tendency,

that you're speaking

at least the Dayton

came out with a series of sensitivity sessions run
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It may have happened after you left.

by Charles King.

Father Poynter, who was superintendent of the schools, also
wanted

I interviewed him and he said

that the one thing that he learned were the sensitivity
sessions which were very abusive.

And he recommended doing

that kind of thing even today.

LB:

Schools do more of that kind of thing.

They had

more self-esteem programs and all these things and I hope
I hope they're accomplishing something.

they're good.
JW:

I guess

the criticism is that

they're weak on

theology.

LB:

And I

think that would be an improvement.

say the early ones were.
changing has to grow.

Anything developmental and

And I

think that

the catacatical

movement is certainly much better than the old one.
is much more of a scriptural emphasis.
I'm older,

I can't

There

Maybe it's because

I don't know if I would use the same rhetoric I

did at that time.

I would probably try to be more

dialogical and try to draw people out rather than try to
impose and speak at them.

I think the times have lent

themselves more to that than to the old people
confrontational

approach

that •••• I

think some

black leaders

who use that confrontational approach lose. I
people off.

think it turns

It's similar to the abortion movement.

know if you've
controversial.

read

the Archbishop's

approach,

I don't

it's

He had all these dialogues with women and

listened to them and he pointed out, which I

agree,

that the

pro-life movement suffers because some of their proponents.
Some of these people are embarrassing to be around!

They

are also anti-Catholic, many of them are.
Catholics are difficult.

The content may be correct but the

approach doesn't win anybody.
than attract.
country.
that

It drives people away rather

That is certainly a strong movement in the

On the other hand,

time ... I

But even many

if it had not been there at

think that what was done was appropriate.

Martin Luther King was confrontational and he never got
anywhere.
Bu t

I

I

think

think that was the phase we had to go through.
tha t

dialogi cal approache s ••• 0' Connor

dialogical. •• there's no sit down and
do think for that

talking

was

with

them.

I

time and unfortunately it meant violence

and we had to go through that kind of thing.
JW:

But in Dayton there wasn't that kind of violence.

LB:

It wasn't violence.

think.
JW:

One summer.

There was after I

left,

I

But •••

In 1974 was when Charles Glatt was shot in his

office.
LB:

Wasn't there something that somebody told me
Cincinnati had

the real

riots.

We're

talking about the time when my mother was living and there
was a section of old homes and I
up

took care of her.

She sat

there under her bed while she heard bullets fly by.

There certainly was verbal violence.
Commitment was
names.

So much of Project

It was the calling of

People looking like Rosie Greer,

guys wearing the African stuff.
the housing situation in Dayton.
parish I was with.

big guys,

black

I don't know how to correct
The pastor at Resurrection

We had a priests' meeting and I was

talking with him and he said,

UDayton was the 5th most
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segregated city in
get ••• I

the United States. u

I don't know how to

sometimes sit down with a .ery nice black family

with 2 children out of college and a daughter that just got
out of high school.

They are very submissive and she

teaches high school •••••• You know them?
JW: Well, Howard Watkins is a pianist and is a good
friend of my son's.
JB:

The other daughter works at Trinity College and
And she seemed to

Valerie just got out of the 8th grade.
get along real well.

She's a very social person.

She was

active in e.erything ••••••••••• They're a good Catholic
family •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• We

have

not

that

many;

we

have a black woman who is a widow who has a teenage son, two
interracial marriages,

one moved in just recently,

black and he's Baptist and a neurosurgeon and
these

kids

who

were

So to my knowledge I
families
JW:

not

raised

in the

he's

they have

church ••••••••••••••••

think that's the extent of

the black

in St. Charles Parish.
So would you look at all those years as having

been ••• you said

they were

tough

to

go

through ••• would

you

have said that the effort was successful?
JB:

To some degree.

Certainly paradise hasn't

happened and we still have problems.

I

think the racial

problems today are more subtle and there were basic things
about jobs and getting laws changed.

We now have laws that

are certainly not perfect but certainly create a much better
environment for education and job-wise than before.
least the laws are on the books on housing.

I

At

think

peoples' social consciousnesses are much better than they
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were.

I don't think that people were even aware,

living with a terrible

we're

we live here and things

are wonderful and we don't even know what's going on.
yet,

our structures are very impressive.

biases in our society by and large.
for granted.
1950.

For example,

But,

We have a lot of

The people took that

Incarnation parish was started in

It was just a little concrete church,

happening out there at that time.

They had

not much
to increase •••••

They had a monthly raffle but they didn't really sell
tickets to parishoners.

They took the tickets down to the

west end to some bars and all the black people bought
tickets.

A great deal of money was raised to build

buildings

in Incarnation parish.

too busy to have •••••••• u
and early '60's.

Because "these people are

That happened in the

Because I

late '50's

lived there for a few months

before St. Charles was started and I know •••••••••• A great
deal of money was

raised to build buildings in Incarnation

parish at the black end and people thought

that was

ok.

That type of prejudice was rarely found.
JW:

Well, I can see how you would get mad, though, and

JB:

And I

angry.

think that's how the blacks were;

And I don't think we knew their anger.

2 black priests in our diocese;
______,

and Clancy,

sort of thing.
knew Clancy.
together.

they were

We have only

one I'm good friends

unfortunately was

with,
in his

He got passed by. At any rate, I thought I
We had spent some time in the seminary

When I came back,

my first assignment was

teaching at Pursell High School in Cincinnati.
16

And we were

good friends.

We shared a lot.

I

thought I knew him. And one

time up here we invited him to come up and give a talk to
some black people.

And he told this personal story.

couldn't believe it.

He was born in

people were getting murdered,

I
and

next door neighbors would

disappear in the middle of the night and all this stuff.

He

had lived in the ghetto in the west end and how he used to
take grease and try to take the kinks out of his hair and
they couldn't cross over a certain street downtown,
couldn't go to downtown Cincinnati,
amusement parks,

that's why I
was

they couldn't go to

they couldn't do this and that.

on and on the types of hurt.

they

And on and

And we never really cared.

think they were angry and I

the only way to begin it all.

And

think confrontation

To get attention.

JW:

Well,

I want to thank you for spending the time.

JB:

If you want to look at this; I don't know if

you want to read it •••
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